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this open access book represents the first comprehensive australia focused treatment of the problem of false election information
disseminated for the purpose of gaining an electoral advantage it explores cautious legal regulation as the most effective and decisive
approach to the issue in doing so the book demonstrates that although experiments with such remedies have met with mixed success
elsewhere they are nevertheless viable especially in australia where they have strong public support and are able to withstand
constitutional challenge a previous winner of the comité maritime international s albert lilar prize for the best shipping law book worldwide
eu shipping law is the foremost reference work for professionals in this area this third edition has been completely revised to include
developments in the competition antitrust regime new safety and environmental rules and rules governing security and ports it includes
detailed commentary and analysis of almost every aspect of eu law as it affects shipping this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the tracks and workshops which complemented the 16th european conference on software architecture ecsa 2022 held in prague czech
republic in september 2022 the 26 full papers presented together with 4 short papers and 2 tutorial papers in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 61 submissions papers presented were accepted into the following tracks and workshops industry track tools
and demonstrations track doctoral symposium tutorials 8th international workshop on automotive system software architectures wasa 5th
context aware autonomous and smart architectures international workshop casa 6th international workshop on formal approaches for
advanced computing systems faacs 3rd workshop on systems architectures and solutions for industry 4 0 sasi4 2nd international workshop
on designing and measuring security in software architectures demessa 2nd international workshop on software architecture and machine
learning saml 9th workshop on software architecture erosion and architectural consistency saerocon 2nd international workshop on mining
software repositories for software architecture msr4sa and 1st international workshop on digital twin architecture twinarch during the
1990s there were two major developments to the common eu maritime transport policy cmtp the establishment of european union policies
on safe seas and on shortsea shipping respectively this book critically analyzes and appraises these and other developments to the cmtp
in this period while also studying policy europeanization it focuses on both the economic environment of maritime transport and the
interaction of policy makers and organized interests during the policy making process with an emphasis on the political dimensions by
developing an innovative economic model the book examines the ways in which governmental and non governmental policy makers and
their ideas interact within the eu s structure and dynamics and shows how these factors account for why when and how the specific
common eu policy has developed in 2007 the left came to power in ecuador in the years that followed the twenty first century socialist
government and a coalition of grassroots activists came to blows over the extraction of natural resources each side declared the other a
perversion of leftism and the principles of socioeconomic equality popular empowerment and anti imperialism in resource radicals thea
riofrancos unpacks the conflict between these two leftisms on the one hand the administration s resource nationalism and focus on
economic development and on the other the anti extractivism of grassroots activists who condemned the government s disregard for
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nature and indigenous communities in this archival and ethnographic study riofrancos expands the study of resource politics by
decentering state resource policy and locating it in a field of political struggle populated by actors with conflicting visions of resource
extraction she demonstrates how ecuador s commodity dependent economy and history of indigenous uprisings offer a unique opportunity
to understand development democracy and the ecological foundations of global capitalism for more than 40 years computerworld has
been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site
computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it
media network freedom of navigation and globalization offers a timely analysis of current issues in the law of the sea in six parts part i
examines co operative measures taken within the southeast asia region to combat piracy and armed robbery against ships and the
historical activities of the republic of korea navy in countering piracy part ii focuses on transnational threats including counter proliferation
activities freedom of navigation illegal unreported and unregulated iuu fishing and the regulation of private maritime security companies
part iii consists of two essays on development in the arctic ocean the first updates the activities of the arctic council the second looks at
cooperative measures taken by china japan and korea with respect to science in the arctic in part iv the topic of energy security and
sealanes is taken up institutional building within asean is examined for maritime security in southeast asia freedom of navigation is
compared with the straight baselines of china in the south china sea in the next essay cooperative efforts to enhance navigational safety
and environmental protection in the straits of malacca and singapore are explored part v considers balancing marine environmental
protection and freedom of navigation the european union s marine strategy framework directive is reviewed the dispute settlement regime
in unclos and the 2001 international law commission articles on the responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts are analyzed
for flag state responsibility for pollution violations the current mechanisms in the south china sea marine environment are also evaluated
part vi discusses marine data collection in the context of its applicability to part xiii of unclos attention is given to the various categories
and their legal consequences the last paper in the volume outlines global challenges such as global warming rising sea level and changes
in the ice over in the polar regions the transnav 2011 symposium held at the gdynia maritime university poland in june 2011 has brought
together a wide range of participants from all over the world the program has offered a variety of contributions allowing to look at many
aspects of the navigational safety from various different points of view topics presented and discussed at th australia s 2022 federal
election played out in ways that few could have expected not only did it bring a change of government it also saw the lowest number of
primary votes for the major parties and the election of the greatest number of independents to the lower house since the formation of the
australian party system the success of the teal independents and the greens along with the appetite voters showed for doing politics
differently suggested that the dominant model of electoral competition might no longer be the two party system of labor versus liberal at
the very least the continued usefulness of the two party preferred vote as a way of conceptualising and predicting australians voting
behaviour has been cast into serious doubt in watershed leading scholars analyse the election from the ground up focusing on the
campaign issues the actors involved and the successes and failures of campaign strategy and show how digital media visual politics and
fake news are changing the way politics is done other topics include the impact of covid 19 and the salience of climate gender and
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integrity issues as well as voting patterns and polling accuracy this authoritative book is indispensable for understanding the
disenchantment with the major parties the rise of community independents and the role of the australian greens and third parties
watershed is the eighteenth in the anu press federal election series and the tenth sponsored by the academy of the social sciences in
australia this study gives an overview of the obligations of flag states and the control of their compliance with such obligations it outlines
the main obligations as to maritime safety and security as well as marine pollution prevention under international as well as european law
and shows the still existing enforcement deficits vis a vis non complying flag states as well as substandard ships some of the main
developments to counter these deficits such as the voluntary member state audit scheme on the imo level or the third maritime safety
package on the eu level are taken into account this comprehensive handbook offers a broad overview of contemporary research on
engineering education and its practical application over the past two decades the field of engineering education research eer has become
a vibrant and impactful community with new journals conferences and doctoral and research programs established across the globe the
increased interest in this area has helped improve the education and training of the next generation of engineers as well as supporting
growth in the use of technology for teaching and learning increased attention to broadening participation diversity and inclusion in the
field and a wide international expansion of the field drawing on the work of 100 expert contributors from over 20 countries this volume
covers both emergent and established areas of research within engineering education giving voice to newcomers to the field as well as
perspectives from established experts contents include sociocognitive and affective perspectives on engineering education technology and
online learning in engineering education cultural and ethical issues including diversity equity and inclusion in engineering education
curriculum design teaching practices and teacher education at all levels research methods and assessment in engineering education this
book offers an innovative and in depth overview of engineering education scholarship and practice which will be of use to researchers in
engineering education engineering educators and faculty teacher educators in engineering education or stem education and other
engineering and stem related professional organizations the open access version of this book available at taylorfrancis com has been
made available under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license uniformity of transport law
through international regimes addresses the problem of uniformity of transport law and the potential solutions at international and eu
levels it concerns transport conventions and other instruments dealing mainly with carriage of goods by sea and multimodal transport as
well as examining the rotterdam rules as one of the solutions towards uniformity in carriage of goods law the discussion on international
uniformity in transport law is complemented by an examination of regional harmonization in the context of eu law making and
jurisprudence in the field of international transport the comparison between international and regional regimes reveals the complexities in
application and interpretation of the certain transport conventions which is detrimental to achieving uniformity this book constitutes the
proceedings of the 8th european conference on software architecture ecsa 2014 held in vienna austria in august 2014 the 16 full papers
and 18 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 91 submissions they are organized in topical
sections named architecture decisions and knowledge architecture patterns and anti patterns reference architectures and metamodels
architecture description languages enterprise architecture soa and cloud computing components and connectors quality attributes and
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architecture analysis and verification this book explores official statistics and their social function in modern societies digitisation and
globalisation are creating completely new opportunities and risks a context in which facts can play an enormously important part if they
are produced with a quality that makes them credible and purpose specific in order for this to actually happen official statistics must
continue to actively pursue the modernisation of their working methods this book is not about the technical and methodological challenges
associated with digitisation and globalisation rather it focuses on statistical sociology which scientifically deals with the peculiarities and
pitfalls of governing by numbers and assigns statistics a suitable position in the future informational ecosystem further the book provides a
comprehensive overview of modern issues in official statistics embodied in a historical and conceptual framework that endows it with
different and innovative perspectives central to this work is the quality of statistical information provided by official statistics the
implementation of the un sustainable development goals in the form of indicators is another driving force in the search for answers and is
addressed here this book will be of interest to a broad readership the topics of sociology epistemology statistical history and the
management of production processes which are important for official statistics and their role in social decision making processes are
generally not dealt with in statistics books the book is primary intended for official statisticians but researchers and advanced students in
statistics economics sociology and the political sciences will find the book equally stimulating last but not least it offers a valuable source
of reflection for policymakers and stakeholders recent advances in animal nutrition 1983 is a collection of papers that tackles the
nutritional concerns of raising livestock the text presents 14 studies that are organized into four parts the first part covers the evaluation
of nutritional data this part discusses the interpretation of response data from animal feeding trials and errors in measurement and their
importance in animal nutrition next the book deals with topics relevant to pig nutrition such as predicting the energy content of pig feeds
and the use of fat in sow diets part iii discusses the systems of calf rearing and milk replacers of calves the remaining chapters tackle the
concerns in ruminant nutrition including nutritional aspects of high yielding dairy herds and copper in animal feeds the text will be most
useful to both researchers and practitioners of animal related disciplines such agriculture and veterinary medicine この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレ
イを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 20世紀が モノの時代 であったのに対し 21世紀は コトの時代 といわれています デジタルネットワー
ク社会において 人々の生活を豊かにするためのライブ エンタテインメントの社会的役割は一層高まり 一つの産業としても徐々に注目が集まっています 本書では 業界団体 企業によって構成される ライブ エンタテインメント調査委員会 からの委託を受けて
ぴあ総研が全国年間約１２万件にのぼる音楽 ステージ公演の開催情報を徹底調査し 推計した基本３指標 公演回数 動員数 市場規模 を掲載 日本で唯一のライブ エンタテインメント市場全体を捉える統計調査として信頼をいただいています 今年の巻頭特別企
画テーマは ライブ エンタテインメントとスポーツ と 平成のライブ エンタテインメント市場をふりかえる の2本 ライブ エンタテインメントとスポーツ では 近年接近しているライブ エンタテインメントとスポーツが今後どのように絡み合い 相乗効果を
生んでいくのか 各分野のキーパーソンが語った鼎談記事は必読です 平成のライブ エンタテインメント市場をふりかえる では ライブ市場に影響を与えた事象に焦点をあて 音楽ポップスシーンの変遷をたどっています 目次 特別企画 ライブ エンタテインメ
ントとスポーツ 鼎談 接近する ライブ エンタテインメント と スポーツ 平成のライブ エンタテインメント市場をふりかえる data 2018年のライブ エンタテインメント市場 音楽 ステージ 考察 ライブ エンタテインメント市場のトレンド コラム
プロスポーツで進む エンタテインメント化 ライブ エンタテインメント参加者の3人に1人以上がグッズ購入 問題提起 ライブ エンタテインメントへのアクセシビリティの確保と向上 数表 ライブ エンタテインメント市場の時系列推移データ ジャンル別
エリア別公演回数 動員数 市場規模 2013年 2018年 付表 性別 世代別 お気に入り登録アーティストランキング お詫びと訂正 2019ライブ エンタテインメント白書に下記のように誤りがありました ご購入頂いた皆様には 大変ご迷惑をおかけ致
しました ここに深くお詫びし 訂正させていただきます p33 演劇興行規模ランキング 2018年 誤 劇団四季 恋におちたシェイクスピア 公演回数130回 興行規模 万人 7 5 正 劇団四季 恋におちたシェイクスピア 公演回数138回 興行規模
万人 8 4 電子最新版では上記修正済となります when the field of canadian history underwent major shifts in the 1990s international history became
marginalized and the focus turned away from foreign affairs over the past decade however the study of canada and the world has been
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revitalized undiplomatic history charts these changes bringing together leading and emerging historians of canadian international and
transnational relations to take stock of recent developments and to outline the course of future research following global trends in the
wider historiography contributors explore new lenses of historical analysis such as race gender political economy identity religion and the
environment and emphasize the relevance of non state actors including scientists athletes students and activists the essays in this volume
challenge old ways of thinking and showcase how an exciting new generation of historians are asking novel questions about canadians
interactions with people and places beyond the country s borders from human rights to the environment and from medical
internationalism to transnational feminism undiplomatic history maps out a path toward a vibrant and inclusive understanding of what
constitutes canadian foreign policy in an age of global connectivity the book will focus on three key aspects of delivery of child health
services service integration and coordination public health measures and enhancing the quality of care for children taking a child centric
view on understanding how health services and systems work the book aims to contribute towards improving children s health through
deepening the understanding of children s health services focusing primarily on the western european countries the book draws on
research conducted with child health leaders in ten countries austria britain finland france israel italy netherlands norway poland and
sweden the chapters include clinical scenarios designed to help identify and describe the various ways in which children and their families
negotiate health services when dealing with twelve different conditions using clinical scenarios in this way allows the book authors to
capture the diverse aspects of each health system as well as assessment and analysis of the challenges involved in each and their
successes and failures this open access book offers a summary of the development of digital earth over the past twenty years by
reviewing the initial vision of digital earth the evolution of that vision the relevant key technologies and the role of digital earth in helping
people respond to global challenges this publication reveals how and why digital earth is becoming vital for acquiring processing analysing
and mining the rapidly growing volume of global data sets about the earth the main aspects of digital earth covered here include digital
earth platforms remote sensing and navigation satellites processing and visualizing geospatial information geospatial information
infrastructures big data and cloud computing transformation and zooming artificial intelligence internet of things and social media
moreover the book covers in detail the multi layered multi faceted roles of digital earth in response to sustainable development goals
climate changes and mitigating disasters the applications of digital earth such as digital city and digital heritage the citizen science in
support of digital earth the economic value of digital earth and so on this book also reviews the regional and national development of
digital earth around the world and discusses the role and effect of education and ethics lastly it concludes with a summary of the
challenges and forecasts the future trends of digital earth by sharing case studies and a broad range of general and scientific insights into
the science and technology of digital earth this book offers an essential introduction for an ever growing international audience this book
covers the subjects of break bulk cargo general cargo and project cargo and how these cargoes are shipped it deals with the cargoes
themselves the vessels used for their carriage and how the carriage is managed using the process of vessel chartering alongside these it
also covers offshore vessel management and how offshore supply vessels are used to carry cargoes to offshore oil and gas installations
break bulk cargo covers a wide variety of cargoes from project cargo to more varied cargoes carried on an ad hoc basis often between
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ports that are not equipped for container traffic it also covers the carriage of specific cargoes that cannot fit inside or are unsuitable for
containers this includes the carriage of cargoes for major projects and cargoes for the offshore sector which is an area covered in a specific
section in the book concerning the use of offshore supply vessels to date only minor elements of shipping books cover this kind of trade
hence the need for a new book that specifically covers this subject the focus of this book is providing expert insights and detailed
explanations of the practical issues related to all aspects of break bulk and general cargo management the book is written for legal
practitioners shipping managers managers of project cargo oil and gas companies shipping professionals charterers shipbrokers shippers
and anybody else involved in ad hoc vessel chartering for the carriage of break bulk general and project cargoes it will also serve as a
valuable resource for students of shipping ibm information management system imstm provides leadership in performance reliability and
security to help you implement the most strategic and critical enterprise applications ims ims utilities and ims tools continue to evolve to
provide value and meet the needs of enterprise customers with ims 12 integration and open access improvements provide flexibility and
support business growth requirements scalability improvements have been made to the well known performance efficiency availability and
resilience of ims by using 64 bit storage in this ibm redbooks publication we provide ims performance monitoring and tuning information
by describing the key ims performance functions and by showing how to monitor and tune them with traditional and new strategic
applications this book is for database administrators and system programmers we summarize methods and tools for monitoring and tuning
ims systems describe ims system wide performance database and transaction considerations based on lab measurements we provide
information about recent performance enhancements that are available with ims 12 and advice about setting performance related
parameters produced for the annual commonwealth health ministers meeting the commonwealth health ministers update 2011 is a
resource for ministers on topical health priorities the theme for the 2011 meeting is non communicable diseases a priority for the
commonwealth this accompanying update provides comprehensive and essential information on the non communicable disease epidemic
an overview of non communicable diseases in the commonwealth prevalence reports from commonwealth regions how commonwealth
countries are responding to noncommunicable diseases how to protect vulnerable groups within country populations case studies of key
initiatives to control non communicable diseases the economic impact of non communicable diseases a special reference section
summarizes the latest information on non communicable diseases in the commonwealth and the responses by member countries
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Federal Communications Commission Reports 1985
this open access book represents the first comprehensive australia focused treatment of the problem of false election information
disseminated for the purpose of gaining an electoral advantage it explores cautious legal regulation as the most effective and decisive
approach to the issue in doing so the book demonstrates that although experiments with such remedies have met with mixed success
elsewhere they are nevertheless viable especially in australia where they have strong public support and are able to withstand
constitutional challenge

How and Why to Regulate False Political Advertising in Australia 2022-07-12
a previous winner of the comité maritime international s albert lilar prize for the best shipping law book worldwide eu shipping law is the
foremost reference work for professionals in this area this third edition has been completely revised to include developments in the
competition antitrust regime new safety and environmental rules and rules governing security and ports it includes detailed commentary
and analysis of almost every aspect of eu law as it affects shipping

EU Shipping Law 2018-12-19
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the tracks and workshops which complemented the 16th european conference on
software architecture ecsa 2022 held in prague czech republic in september 2022 the 26 full papers presented together with 4 short
papers and 2 tutorial papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 61 submissions papers presented were accepted
into the following tracks and workshops industry track tools and demonstrations track doctoral symposium tutorials 8th international
workshop on automotive system software architectures wasa 5th context aware autonomous and smart architectures international
workshop casa 6th international workshop on formal approaches for advanced computing systems faacs 3rd workshop on systems
architectures and solutions for industry 4 0 sasi4 2nd international workshop on designing and measuring security in software
architectures demessa 2nd international workshop on software architecture and machine learning saml 9th workshop on software
architecture erosion and architectural consistency saerocon 2nd international workshop on mining software repositories for software
architecture msr4sa and 1st international workshop on digital twin architecture twinarch
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Software Architecture. ECSA 2022 Tracks and Workshops 2023-07-15
during the 1990s there were two major developments to the common eu maritime transport policy cmtp the establishment of european
union policies on safe seas and on shortsea shipping respectively this book critically analyzes and appraises these and other developments
to the cmtp in this period while also studying policy europeanization it focuses on both the economic environment of maritime transport
and the interaction of policy makers and organized interests during the policy making process with an emphasis on the political
dimensions by developing an innovative economic model the book examines the ways in which governmental and non governmental
policy makers and their ideas interact within the eu s structure and dynamics and shows how these factors account for why when and how
the specific common eu policy has developed

FCC Record 1989
in 2007 the left came to power in ecuador in the years that followed the twenty first century socialist government and a coalition of
grassroots activists came to blows over the extraction of natural resources each side declared the other a perversion of leftism and the
principles of socioeconomic equality popular empowerment and anti imperialism in resource radicals thea riofrancos unpacks the conflict
between these two leftisms on the one hand the administration s resource nationalism and focus on economic development and on the
other the anti extractivism of grassroots activists who condemned the government s disregard for nature and indigenous communities in
this archival and ethnographic study riofrancos expands the study of resource politics by decentering state resource policy and locating it
in a field of political struggle populated by actors with conflicting visions of resource extraction she demonstrates how ecuador s
commodity dependent economy and history of indigenous uprisings offer a unique opportunity to understand development democracy and
the ecological foundations of global capitalism

The Common EU Maritime Transport Policy 2017-05-15
for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide
computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form
the hub of the world s largest global it media network
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ECSA Review 2001
freedom of navigation and globalization offers a timely analysis of current issues in the law of the sea in six parts part i examines co
operative measures taken within the southeast asia region to combat piracy and armed robbery against ships and the historical activities
of the republic of korea navy in countering piracy part ii focuses on transnational threats including counter proliferation activities freedom
of navigation illegal unreported and unregulated iuu fishing and the regulation of private maritime security companies part iii consists of
two essays on development in the arctic ocean the first updates the activities of the arctic council the second looks at cooperative
measures taken by china japan and korea with respect to science in the arctic in part iv the topic of energy security and sealanes is taken
up institutional building within asean is examined for maritime security in southeast asia freedom of navigation is compared with the
straight baselines of china in the south china sea in the next essay cooperative efforts to enhance navigational safety and environmental
protection in the straits of malacca and singapore are explored part v considers balancing marine environmental protection and freedom
of navigation the european union s marine strategy framework directive is reviewed the dispute settlement regime in unclos and the 2001
international law commission articles on the responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts are analyzed for flag state
responsibility for pollution violations the current mechanisms in the south china sea marine environment are also evaluated part vi
discusses marine data collection in the context of its applicability to part xiii of unclos attention is given to the various categories and their
legal consequences the last paper in the volume outlines global challenges such as global warming rising sea level and changes in the ice
over in the polar regions

Annual Report 1996
the transnav 2011 symposium held at the gdynia maritime university poland in june 2011 has brought together a wide range of
participants from all over the world the program has offered a variety of contributions allowing to look at many aspects of the navigational
safety from various different points of view topics presented and discussed at th

Annual Report for Financial Year ... 2003
australia s 2022 federal election played out in ways that few could have expected not only did it bring a change of government it also saw
the lowest number of primary votes for the major parties and the election of the greatest number of independents to the lower house since
the formation of the australian party system the success of the teal independents and the greens along with the appetite voters showed
for doing politics differently suggested that the dominant model of electoral competition might no longer be the two party system of labor
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versus liberal at the very least the continued usefulness of the two party preferred vote as a way of conceptualising and predicting
australians voting behaviour has been cast into serious doubt in watershed leading scholars analyse the election from the ground up
focusing on the campaign issues the actors involved and the successes and failures of campaign strategy and show how digital media
visual politics and fake news are changing the way politics is done other topics include the impact of covid 19 and the salience of climate
gender and integrity issues as well as voting patterns and polling accuracy this authoritative book is indispensable for understanding the
disenchantment with the major parties the rise of community independents and the role of the australian greens and third parties
watershed is the eighteenth in the anu press federal election series and the tenth sponsored by the academy of the social sciences in
australia

Resource Radicals 2020-07-17
this study gives an overview of the obligations of flag states and the control of their compliance with such obligations it outlines the main
obligations as to maritime safety and security as well as marine pollution prevention under international as well as european law and
shows the still existing enforcement deficits vis a vis non complying flag states as well as substandard ships some of the main
developments to counter these deficits such as the voluntary member state audit scheme on the imo level or the third maritime safety
package on the eu level are taken into account

Computerworld 1980-05-05
this comprehensive handbook offers a broad overview of contemporary research on engineering education and its practical application
over the past two decades the field of engineering education research eer has become a vibrant and impactful community with new
journals conferences and doctoral and research programs established across the globe the increased interest in this area has helped
improve the education and training of the next generation of engineers as well as supporting growth in the use of technology for teaching
and learning increased attention to broadening participation diversity and inclusion in the field and a wide international expansion of the
field drawing on the work of 100 expert contributors from over 20 countries this volume covers both emergent and established areas of
research within engineering education giving voice to newcomers to the field as well as perspectives from established experts contents
include sociocognitive and affective perspectives on engineering education technology and online learning in engineering education
cultural and ethical issues including diversity equity and inclusion in engineering education curriculum design teaching practices and
teacher education at all levels research methods and assessment in engineering education this book offers an innovative and in depth
overview of engineering education scholarship and practice which will be of use to researchers in engineering education engineering
educators and faculty teacher educators in engineering education or stem education and other engineering and stem related professional
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organizations the open access version of this book available at taylorfrancis com has been made available under a creative commons
attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license

Seismic Fragility of Nuclear Power Plant Components 1986
uniformity of transport law through international regimes addresses the problem of uniformity of transport law and the potential solutions
at international and eu levels it concerns transport conventions and other instruments dealing mainly with carriage of goods by sea and
multimodal transport as well as examining the rotterdam rules as one of the solutions towards uniformity in carriage of goods law the
discussion on international uniformity in transport law is complemented by an examination of regional harmonization in the context of eu
law making and jurisprudence in the field of international transport the comparison between international and regional regimes reveals the
complexities in application and interpretation of the certain transport conventions which is detrimental to achieving uniformity

Freedom of Navigation and Globalization 2014-10-09
this book constitutes the proceedings of the 8th european conference on software architecture ecsa 2014 held in vienna austria in august
2014 the 16 full papers and 18 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 91 submissions they are
organized in topical sections named architecture decisions and knowledge architecture patterns and anti patterns reference architectures
and metamodels architecture description languages enterprise architecture soa and cloud computing components and connectors quality
attributes and architecture analysis and verification

Transport Systems and Processes 2018-10-18
this book explores official statistics and their social function in modern societies digitisation and globalisation are creating completely new
opportunities and risks a context in which facts can play an enormously important part if they are produced with a quality that makes
them credible and purpose specific in order for this to actually happen official statistics must continue to actively pursue the modernisation
of their working methods this book is not about the technical and methodological challenges associated with digitisation and globalisation
rather it focuses on statistical sociology which scientifically deals with the peculiarities and pitfalls of governing by numbers and assigns
statistics a suitable position in the future informational ecosystem further the book provides a comprehensive overview of modern issues
in official statistics embodied in a historical and conceptual framework that endows it with different and innovative perspectives central to
this work is the quality of statistical information provided by official statistics the implementation of the un sustainable development goals
in the form of indicators is another driving force in the search for answers and is addressed here this book will be of interest to a broad
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readership the topics of sociology epistemology statistical history and the management of production processes which are important for
official statistics and their role in social decision making processes are generally not dealt with in statistics books the book is primary
intended for official statisticians but researchers and advanced students in statistics economics sociology and the political sciences will
find the book equally stimulating last but not least it offers a valuable source of reflection for policymakers and stakeholders

ECSA-series 1993
recent advances in animal nutrition 1983 is a collection of papers that tackles the nutritional concerns of raising livestock the text presents
14 studies that are organized into four parts the first part covers the evaluation of nutritional data this part discusses the interpretation of
response data from animal feeding trials and errors in measurement and their importance in animal nutrition next the book deals with
topics relevant to pig nutrition such as predicting the energy content of pig feeds and the use of fat in sow diets part iii discusses the
systems of calf rearing and milk replacers of calves the remaining chapters tackle the concerns in ruminant nutrition including nutritional
aspects of high yielding dairy herds and copper in animal feeds the text will be most useful to both researchers and practitioners of animal
related disciplines such agriculture and veterinary medicine

Watershed 2023-08-10
この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 20世紀が モノの時代 であったのに対し 21世紀は コトの
時代 といわれています デジタルネットワーク社会において 人々の生活を豊かにするためのライブ エンタテインメントの社会的役割は一層高まり 一つの産業としても徐々に注目が集まっています 本書では 業界団体 企業によって構成される ライブ エンタ
テインメント調査委員会 からの委託を受けて ぴあ総研が全国年間約１２万件にのぼる音楽 ステージ公演の開催情報を徹底調査し 推計した基本３指標 公演回数 動員数 市場規模 を掲載 日本で唯一のライブ エンタテインメント市場全体を捉える統計調査と
して信頼をいただいています 今年の巻頭特別企画テーマは ライブ エンタテインメントとスポーツ と 平成のライブ エンタテインメント市場をふりかえる の2本 ライブ エンタテインメントとスポーツ では 近年接近しているライブ エンタテインメントと
スポーツが今後どのように絡み合い 相乗効果を生んでいくのか 各分野のキーパーソンが語った鼎談記事は必読です 平成のライブ エンタテインメント市場をふりかえる では ライブ市場に影響を与えた事象に焦点をあて 音楽ポップスシーンの変遷をたどって
います 目次 特別企画 ライブ エンタテインメントとスポーツ 鼎談 接近する ライブ エンタテインメント と スポーツ 平成のライブ エンタテインメント市場をふりかえる data 2018年のライブ エンタテインメント市場 音楽 ステージ 考察 ライ
ブ エンタテインメント市場のトレンド コラム プロスポーツで進む エンタテインメント化 ライブ エンタテインメント参加者の3人に1人以上がグッズ購入 問題提起 ライブ エンタテインメントへのアクセシビリティの確保と向上 数表 ライブ エンタテイ
ンメント市場の時系列推移データ ジャンル別 エリア別公演回数 動員数 市場規模 2013年 2018年 付表 性別 世代別 お気に入り登録アーティストランキング お詫びと訂正 2019ライブ エンタテインメント白書に下記のように誤りがありました
ご購入頂いた皆様には 大変ご迷惑をおかけ致しました ここに深くお詫びし 訂正させていただきます p33 演劇興行規模ランキング 2018年 誤 劇団四季 恋におちたシェイクスピア 公演回数130回 興行規模 万人 7 5 正 劇団四季 恋におちたシェ
イクスピア 公演回数138回 興行規模 万人 8 4 電子最新版では上記修正済となります
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Snow Brand R&D reports 1993
when the field of canadian history underwent major shifts in the 1990s international history became marginalized and the focus turned
away from foreign affairs over the past decade however the study of canada and the world has been revitalized undiplomatic history
charts these changes bringing together leading and emerging historians of canadian international and transnational relations to take stock
of recent developments and to outline the course of future research following global trends in the wider historiography contributors
explore new lenses of historical analysis such as race gender political economy identity religion and the environment and emphasize the
relevance of non state actors including scientists athletes students and activists the essays in this volume challenge old ways of thinking
and showcase how an exciting new generation of historians are asking novel questions about canadians interactions with people and
places beyond the country s borders from human rights to the environment and from medical internationalism to transnational feminism
undiplomatic history maps out a path toward a vibrant and inclusive understanding of what constitutes canadian foreign policy in an age of
global connectivity

Obligations and Control of Flag States 2007
the book will focus on three key aspects of delivery of child health services service integration and coordination public health measures
and enhancing the quality of care for children taking a child centric view on understanding how health services and systems work the book
aims to contribute towards improving children s health through deepening the understanding of children s health services focusing
primarily on the western european countries the book draws on research conducted with child health leaders in ten countries austria
britain finland france israel italy netherlands norway poland and sweden the chapters include clinical scenarios designed to help identify
and describe the various ways in which children and their families negotiate health services when dealing with twelve different conditions
using clinical scenarios in this way allows the book authors to capture the diverse aspects of each health system as well as assessment
and analysis of the challenges involved in each and their successes and failures

International Handbook of Engineering Education Research 2023-05-23
this open access book offers a summary of the development of digital earth over the past twenty years by reviewing the initial vision of
digital earth the evolution of that vision the relevant key technologies and the role of digital earth in helping people respond to global
challenges this publication reveals how and why digital earth is becoming vital for acquiring processing analysing and mining the rapidly
growing volume of global data sets about the earth the main aspects of digital earth covered here include digital earth platforms remote
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sensing and navigation satellites processing and visualizing geospatial information geospatial information infrastructures big data and
cloud computing transformation and zooming artificial intelligence internet of things and social media moreover the book covers in detail
the multi layered multi faceted roles of digital earth in response to sustainable development goals climate changes and mitigating
disasters the applications of digital earth such as digital city and digital heritage the citizen science in support of digital earth the
economic value of digital earth and so on this book also reviews the regional and national development of digital earth around the world
and discusses the role and effect of education and ethics lastly it concludes with a summary of the challenges and forecasts the future
trends of digital earth by sharing case studies and a broad range of general and scientific insights into the science and technology of
digital earth this book offers an essential introduction for an ever growing international audience

Uniformity of Transport Law through International Regimes 2019
this book covers the subjects of break bulk cargo general cargo and project cargo and how these cargoes are shipped it deals with the
cargoes themselves the vessels used for their carriage and how the carriage is managed using the process of vessel chartering alongside
these it also covers offshore vessel management and how offshore supply vessels are used to carry cargoes to offshore oil and gas
installations break bulk cargo covers a wide variety of cargoes from project cargo to more varied cargoes carried on an ad hoc basis often
between ports that are not equipped for container traffic it also covers the carriage of specific cargoes that cannot fit inside or are
unsuitable for containers this includes the carriage of cargoes for major projects and cargoes for the offshore sector which is an area
covered in a specific section in the book concerning the use of offshore supply vessels to date only minor elements of shipping books cover
this kind of trade hence the need for a new book that specifically covers this subject the focus of this book is providing expert insights and
detailed explanations of the practical issues related to all aspects of break bulk and general cargo management the book is written for
legal practitioners shipping managers managers of project cargo oil and gas companies shipping professionals charterers shipbrokers
shippers and anybody else involved in ad hoc vessel chartering for the carriage of break bulk general and project cargoes it will also serve
as a valuable resource for students of shipping

Software Architecture 2014-08-12
ibm information management system imstm provides leadership in performance reliability and security to help you implement the most
strategic and critical enterprise applications ims ims utilities and ims tools continue to evolve to provide value and meet the needs of
enterprise customers with ims 12 integration and open access improvements provide flexibility and support business growth requirements
scalability improvements have been made to the well known performance efficiency availability and resilience of ims by using 64 bit
storage in this ibm redbooks publication we provide ims performance monitoring and tuning information by describing the key ims
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performance functions and by showing how to monitor and tune them with traditional and new strategic applications this book is for
database administrators and system programmers we summarize methods and tools for monitoring and tuning ims systems describe ims
system wide performance database and transaction considerations based on lab measurements we provide information about recent
performance enhancements that are available with ims 12 and advice about setting performance related parameters

Report of the Directors' Joint Consultative Committee Meeting 2005
produced for the annual commonwealth health ministers meeting the commonwealth health ministers update 2011 is a resource for
ministers on topical health priorities the theme for the 2011 meeting is non communicable diseases a priority for the commonwealth this
accompanying update provides comprehensive and essential information on the non communicable disease epidemic an overview of non
communicable diseases in the commonwealth prevalence reports from commonwealth regions how commonwealth countries are
responding to noncommunicable diseases how to protect vulnerable groups within country populations case studies of key initiatives to
control non communicable diseases the economic impact of non communicable diseases a special reference section summarizes the latest
information on non communicable diseases in the commonwealth and the responses by member countries

Telecommunications Reports 1991-07

Official Statistics 4.0 2019-12-28

Recent Advances in Animal Nutrition—1983 2013-10-22

ライブ・エンタテインメント白書 レポート編 2019 2019-12-09

Undiplomatic History 2019-04-30
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EBOOK: European Child Health Services and Systems: Lessons without Borders
2014-02-16

HIV Testing and Counselling in Routine (clinical) Sttings in ECSA 2005

Federal Register 1985-02

Manual of Digital Earth 2019-11-18

ECSA Newsletter 1996

Break Bulk and Cargo Management 2022-04-19

UNICEF-ECSA Impact Study of Sarah Communication Initiative in Uganda 2000

Resource Allocation in ECSA Countries 2006

IMS 12 Selected Performance Topics 2013-01-08
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Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission of HIV 2005

C.M.L.R. Antitrust Reports 2002

Human Resources for Health Situation Analysis in Seven ECSA Countries 2006

Commonwealth Health Ministers' Update 2011 2011
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